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Take a white room, 
add a flower to it and 
see what happens. 
And maybe you will 
want a whole wall of 
these beauties. It’s 
the best way to make 
your home happy.

IN BLOOM
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Home



Picture this: a brand new 
house, but then with a 
bohemian atmosphere.
It’s easy to create ... 

Bohemian
Rhapsody

SWEET DREAMS

OLD MEETS NEW

These wallpapers are perfect to 
combine with old wooden cabinets 
and modern furniture. 

Your home should be the perfect 
combination of natural tones and 
eye-cathing details that bring the 
rooms to life.  Antiques and modern 
pieces can be perfectly mixed to 
create a personal and eclectic home
that reflects who you really are. 
We love the contrast between old 
and new, that is mixed in this 
Sweet Dreams collection.



POWER
Flower

Soft to touch and soft on the eye, 
these wallpapers from our Sweet 
Dreams collection. Smooth and 
natural textures are covered with 
sweet designs. 

In this collection you find 
charming delicate flower 
patterns in soft powdery tones. 



SWEET DREAMS

Graphic but still sweet. That’s what these 
wallpapers are. Up close you see the 
detailed pixels on textile, but from a 
distance there appear flower patterns. 
Every time you look at it, you discover 
new patterns and colors in this wallpaper.
Therefore, you will never have a dull wall 
or space. It will make you smile everytime 
you look at it. And please don’t forget 
to touch! These wallpapers feel like real 
textile. With this wallcovering you cover 
your walls in fashion. This print is available 
in three different shades: orange, pink and 
fresh turquouise.. 



Working in a soothing palette of 
cool pastels and warmer beige 
shades, they are quiet and calm 
yet rich. 

FLORALS
Wild



FLORALS

IT’S A JOURNEY

A home isn’t created in an instant. 
You add to it as you go, and little by 
little it becomes a reflection of who 
you are and where you’ve been. 

This floral print is available in four 
different shades: white, beige, grey 
and pink.

http://www.bnint.com/about-bn-international


This eco-friendly Maison D’eco 
wallpaper is available in six 
different on trend colors. 

You can create a dream home 
anywhere. It’s not about the 
place, but it’s all about the 
house and what you do with it.

Dream
Home



MODERN INTERIORS
NATURAL &

In a lot of ways, bold simplicity is the 
new normal. With natural tones and
soft materials you will get that nice,
relaxed atmosphere in your living. 
The subtle twigs and flower patterns 
bring natural elements into your 
home. Bring your room in bloom with 
the romantic Sweet Dreams walls. 

SWEET DREAMS

There are always flowers, for
those who want to see them.



Feminine rooms have a 
distinct style and aura of 
their own that makes them 
both inviting and visually 
appealing. Instantly bringing 
home a sense of serenity and 
calm, most feminine rooms 
exude luxury while filling the 
space with pops of color.

AND SOFT

SWEET DREAMS BY BN WALLCOVERINGS

Feminine

Most often, the accent colors 
in feminine bedrooms include
soft shades and warm tones.



SWEET DREAMS

The Sweet Dreams collection 
makes your dreams come true

WHAT WOMEN WANT

Okay let’s face it. Men want really 
different things in ‘interior life’ then 
women. For example, women like 
flowers and cute things and the 
colors they prefer tend to be more 
on the romantic side. They decorate 
their bedrooms with pastels and 
lovely curtains and soft pillows. Most 
often, the accent colors in feminine 
bedrooms include soft shades and 
warm tones. And that’s why we have 
made this collection especially for 
you woman! This print is available 
in seven different colors. 



WALLS
Patchwork

This, dreamy, feminine 
collection is relaxing and 
cosy and enlives the neutral 
and calm scene.  

For more information about our 
BN Wallcoverings please visit our 
website: www.bnwallcoverings.com. 
For more home inspiration follow 
us at our social media channels. 
Hope to meet you there! 



Patchwork has existed for centuries in all 
the known cultures. Todays patchwork is 
not just about sewing pieces of various 
fabrics together. The idea of patchwork 
spreads in all spheres related to design and 
decoration. We’ve created some beautifull 
patchworks with several amazing prints for 
your walls. This wallpaper is available in 
four different collors. 

SWEET DREAMS
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